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Beswick Machinery have been supplying equipment and services to the Southern African packaging, 
printing and converting industries for nearly 40 years and today represent many of the worlds leading 
Original Equipment Manufacturers in this sector. 

When it comes to the production of Corrugated Packaging, Folding Cartons, Flexible Packaging, Labels 
and Point Of Sale Displays, our product specialists have decades of real world market experience and 
expertise, and are on hand anytime to assist and guide customers not only on equipment selection but 
also on the process and ever changing international trends as well. With a service team numbering more 
than 10 people, coupled with our heavy ongoing investments in factory training, we at Beswick Machinery 
pride ourselves on offering unrivaled quality service and support to existing and new customers.

The Bobst Group has been leading innovation for more than 130 years and currently employ around 5000. 
Bobst and Beswick Machinery have been partners in Southern Africa for over 30 years and today all Bobst 
Companies are represented exclusively by Beswick Machinery in Southern Africa.

Whilst Bobst are Beswick Machinery’s primary principle we also offer a complete range of ancillary and 
complementary equipment to existing customers.

About us

Brand History



Inline Printing and Converting 

MASTERFLEX-HD
With its advanced control technology and ultra-precise, 

automatic adjustment, it offers a flexographic alternative to 
offset printing on high added-value packaging from 

micro-flute to double-wall board, in up to eight colours. 
Robust and reliable, with outstanding sheet transport and 

superb ink control, it is the most powerful press in its category.

MASTERLINE DRO
The ultimate productivity and unmatched quality with inside 

& outside printing in one pass. Designed for easy operation 
and optimised resource usage, the Masterline DRO is the 

most versatile, the most automated and the most 
ergonomic solution on the market.

FFG 1228 NT
High-performance inline production with 3 processes in ONE: 
printing, die-cutting, folding and gluing. Offering high speed 

production at 33.000 boxes/hour with a MULTIFOLD option 
to improve your production by 50%, 100% or even 200%.

FFG 924 NT RS 
The most versatile machine, from simple block printing to 

process printing and from RSC boxes to complex die-cut units 
with an order changeover in record time using the RapidSet 

system. This machine offers high performance for 
added-value boxes with super sharp high-graphic 

printing in one pass.

FFG 8.20 BS EXPERTLINE
A high performance machine for standard boxes with

 excellent quality at 24,000 boxes/hour. Ultra-quick order 
change of the complete line in 1 to 2 minutes with a high 

degree of automation and user friendliness using 
the intuitive HMI - MPC4.

FFG 618
High speed production for small and mid-sized boxes at up 

to 26,000 boxes/hour. Suitable for a wide range of boxes 
when excellent folding quality is required, producing 

packaging in all simplicity and reducing ownership costs.



EXPERTCUT 145 PER
A machine that offers unmatched versatility, superb productivity, 

easy operation and unbeatable product quality. This highly 
productive die cutter gives you a real competitive advantage on 

both litho-laminated and folding carton products, perfectly 
cutting, stripping and blanking these substrates 

as well as delicate or light materials.

Die-cutting

The new NOVACUT 106 ER brings you a brand new cost 
effective solution, for simple headache free production in any 
environment. By bringing together superb BOBST technology 

with their range of tooling solutions and extensive process 
support network, your NOVACUT 106 ER will position you 

perfectly to minimize work in progress, reduce costs and so 
improve the productivity of your entire conversion operation.

MASTERCUT 1.65 PER
Provides the width and power to cut large-size cardboard and 

very rigid corrugated sheets yet is also delicate enough to 
process litho-printed surfaces with sensitive coatings and 

varnishes. Combining the best of corrugated board and 
folding carton machines, the MASTERCUT 1.65 PER has been 

optimized with innovative features to create a flatbed 
die-cutter that truly bridges the gap. Fully automated and 

highly productive, it is also the only solution in the market for 
size VII blanking. A truly unique machine.

VISIONCUT 1.6 | 1.6 PR
Built to be robust, VISIONCUT gives you maximum machine 
uptime, it’s clever workflow design minimizes unproductive 

time while job change-overs take less than 10 minutes. 
Taking the renowned BOBST register accuracy even further,

 VISIONCUT 1.6 is also available in a PR version with Power 
Register, our state-of-the-art system that delivers un-equalled 

print-to-cut accuracy, even on litho-laminated board.

EXPERTCUT 1.6
Offering the legendary BOBST flat bed die-cutting precision, 

along with great versatility, excellent reliability and superb 
productivity. It also features a highly productive workflow 

which means that job changeovers take less than eight 
minutes – so as well as delivering the speed you need on long 

runs you get the quick changeover you need on short runs.

NOVACUT 106 ER



Folding & Gluing 

MASTERFOLD 75 | 110
The world's fastest, most automated, most versatile and most 

ergonomic folder-gluer line. The MASTERFOLD can be set up 
in minutes and delivers efficient and reliable non-stop 

production of outstanding quality products.

EXPERTFOLD 50 | 80 | 110
This extremely versatile folder-gluer allows you to produce an 

impressive array of box styles in a wide range of materials at 
speeds of up to 450 meters per minute. Easy to operate, it 
delivers both striking productivity and boxes of unrivalled 

quality. It allows you to simultaneously carry out other in-line 
processes, such as Braille embossing with ACCUBRAILLE and 
quality inspection with ACCUCHECK, making it ideally suited 

for the pharmaceutical and cosmetic markets.

NOVAFOLD 50 | 80 | 110
The reliable, precise and versatile folder-gluer that exceeds 

your needs. The NOVAFOLD allows you to produce a wide 
range of box styles, in different materials, at speeds of up to 

300 meters per minute. Easy to operate and delivering
 consistent and superb end-product quality.

MASTERFOLD 170 | 230 | 300 | 350
With its modular design, single box set-up and superb

 reliability, the MASTERFOLD is built to last. Fast makereadies 
give you the responsiveness you need on short runs, while 

features such as anti-jam technology and video monitoring 
mean that on longer runs you make the 

most of its amazing speed.

EXPERTFOLD 170 | 230 | 300 | 350
For your corrugated box production, you need reliable, 

productive and versatile equipment. With its superb build 
quality, modular design and un-rivalled reliability the 

EXPERTFOLD is the right tool for the job. Fast makereadies 
give you the responsiveness you need on short runs, while 

features designed to maximize consistency on the run let you 
to handle long runs profitably. Easy to operate, it gives you 

the edge in the market for added-value boxes.



Litho-Laminating

MASTERFLUTE TOUCH
The latest generation of BOBST high performance sheet to web laminator 

with a performance of 220 m/min or 12'000 sheets/hour. It includes a 
progressive sheet alignment system POWERALIGNER without front stop and 

mechanical side lay, sensing the sheet edges with optical sensors thus 
eliminating mechanical stops and risks of sheet damage.

EXPERTFLUTE TOUCH
A high performance sheet to web laminator with a performance of 
180 m/min or 10'500 sheets/hour. The laminator can be combined 

with our Module Facer MF324 (180 m/min) or with our 
Module Facer MF260 (150 m/min). 

The EXPERTFLUTE TOUCH is most suitable for mature markets with 
high volumes or precise tolerance demands and can be configured 

with many options such as MiniTriplo (doublewall), single face sheet 
production and Preprint (roll to web).

NOVASTAR
A cost effective, user friendly sheet to sheet laminator for 

small to large production volumes. Versatile and ergonomic, 
the NOVASTAR can be set up quickly without any tools and 

delivers efficient and reliable production of 
high quality laminated board.



Hot Foil Stamping 

NOVAFOIL 106
Equipped for inline and cross foiling, it features a specially developed hot foil stamping 
section. A prolonged dwell time combined with an even temperature and increased 
pressure ensure an amazing embellishment quality. Versatile, reliable and long-lasting, 
this hot foil stamper gives an excellent return on investment and keeps customers 
happy, while enabling the development of new business opportunities.

MASTERFOIL 106 PR
The result of many thousands of hours of R&D and is jam-packed with clever features. 
They include many patents, all designed to deliver the highest foiling quality and 
productivity on the market. It’s unique design means less heat, less pressure, and 
higher quality. Foil changes are as easy as pressing a button, while simultaneously 
delivering huge savings in foil usage.

VISIONFOIL 104 H
Designed to deliver ultra-precise hologram application and give you and 

your clients a distinctive advantage in the fight against counterfeiters. 
It is the perfect tool for placing holographic protection onto the packaging 

of almost any product and just as effortlessly can apply holograms or 
metal stripes to banknotes, visas, vouchers and tickets.



Printing & Converting 

LEMANIC® M6
Produces high quality finished blanks in a single inline machine pass. This innovative machine 

leverages the reputed BOBST's inline flexo printing technology and the 
LEMANIC® converting expertise into a unique production line. 

BOBST innovations in flexo technology such as smartSet or oneECG Extended Colour Gamut 
printing deliver unprecedented workflow efficiency, colour consistency and repeatability. 

This is complemented by the press' flexibility to use UV and water-based inks and 
numerous embellishment possibilities.

LEMANIC RIVIERA ILS®
Providing up to 12 colour printing with a wide range of in-line processes, this production 

line works cost efficiently by minimizing waste, maximizing up-times and production 
speeds. Adapted to the widest variety of substrates and addressing the needs of 

different industries, these production lines achieve record production 
up to 350 m/min at full ink coverage on all inks and coatings.

Providing up to 12 colours perfectly in register with in-line converting 
applications, the LEMANIC® DELTA production lines are making gravure a 

viable alternative to processes such as sheet-fed offset printing. Adapted for 
short to medium run production, the LEMANIC® DELTA lines make gravure 

affordable even for short run jobs as it features light printing carriage concept 
and electronic line shaft for user-friendly quick settings and fast changeovers.

LEMANIC® DELTA 



BOBST Services

Digital Inspection Table 
Providing digital projection to validate printed sheets 

and die-cut blanks via real-time visual representation to 
match the product with digital proofing. HD projectors 

project the graphics in scale 1:1 on the printed sheet, 
enabling the operator to easily check if the graphics are 

100% consistent with the print and cut registration.

Helpline Plus
With Bobst remote assistance services, Helpline Plus and 

Helpline Premium, you will reduce machine downtime 
and save on repair costs. The vast majority of problems 

can be solved online – meaning your machine is 
quickly back up and running at a low cost.

Performance management
Keep an eye on your machines from wherever you are, 

whenever you want. Bobst suite of web applications 
allows you to monitor your production from a computer, 

a tablet and even a smartphone. 

Turn your plant into a Smart Factory by enabling 
the Apps on your entire shop-floor.

Maintenance Plus
At any time in the life cycle of your machine, you can 

subscribe to a yearly Maintenance Plus Service Agreement for 
a personalized plan on preventive maintenance by certified 
BOBST experts. To increase your machine availability while 

improving production quality and extend your equipment’s 
lifecycle, we’ll conduct regular scheduled inspections and 

checks to ensure the machine runs smoothly 
with minimised breakdowns.



Carton Erecting & 
       Window Patching

This small tray forming machine is designed to create a 
wide range of products. Whether carton board trays, 

conical trays or other out-of-home food containers, the 
SPEEDFORMER makes carton forming easy and efficient 

and offers a very good price-performance ratio. 
An extremely productive machine but a 

relatively small investment.

SPEEDFORMER

Carton board bakery trays, conical trays or even sealed trays 
– when it comes to tray production or carton nesting the 

CE 1000 is a first class solution in terms of productivity and 
ease of use. A machine that gives you the opportunity to 

create a wide range of products for customers demanding 
out-of-home food containers for fast foods and take aways.

CE 1000

A window patching machine that delivers the ideal 
combination between productivity and ease of use. Each H&S 
WP machine gives you the opportunity to create a wide range 

of products through various add on’s and optional equipment. 
This enables you to react flexibly and intelligently to the 

current and future market needs and trends.

WP SPEEDLINER



Process Control

GTT2.0 is the best anilox product available in the 
market for achieving consistent ink-to-plate transfer 
for HD Flexo Quality and Fixed Palette printing.

Anilox Rolls

Carbon Fiber Chambers
The Absolute 2G chamber is used by many of the world’s 

most productive flexo printers. It’s the original and the 
best-woven carbon-fibre, dual-blade system for all flexo 

applications. The 2G chamber is specifically designed and 
built with carbon fiber to absorb vibration, allowing your 

unit to run faster without bounce or chatter and produce 
superb print quality at higher speeds. Carbon Fibre is also 

much lighter and easier for operators to handle, plus all 
2G chambers carry a 15 year corrosion guarantee 

regardless of ink type used.

Duo-Technik produce bespoke drying systems for the 
corrugated direct printing equipment and today are the only 

supplier in the market able to offer a full range of drying 
systems for all types of printing machines in the corrugated 

flexo, offset and digital printing markets. Their product range 
includes; Infrared, hot-air and combination high speed units.

Colour Management saves a lot of money, stabilizes your 
printing process & increases your quality. The right step 

for a stable printing process involves viscosity measuring, 
the correct pH-value and a fixed temperature of ink. 

The temperature control, viscosity control and pH control 
are modular concepts. This means that you can decide 

which system is the right one for your needs and when 
you would like to install which module.

Drying Systems

Ink Control Systems

Plate Cleaner (QPC)
Duo-Technik’s Quick Plate Cleaner is a machine-integrated 

system that cleans dry ink and dust defects from the print plates 
without stopping the machine. This quick cleaning process, 

during printing, takes about 2 minutes with only 
about 8-10 wasted boards. 

Auto Clean System (ACS)
Duo-Technik’s ACS is also a machine integrated system that is 

able to carry out an interim plate cleaning cycle in only 
6 minutes and a very effective final plate deep plate clean

 in just an additional 2 minutes.

Sheet & Web Cleaning



Packaging Design 
& Toolmaking

Arden Software is a leading software company specialising in CAD and CAM software for the packaging industry. 
Solutions include; Impact - cutting-edge packaging design CAD software covering everything you need through one 

integrated product, Enterprise - software with a secure, centralised database that stores all of your work-in-progress in one 
place, WEBcnx - an intuitive workflow management solution, nServer - CAD engine for packaging design which can be used 

in isolation or integrated into other systems to automate CAD-related tasks and DotScan - fast and highly accurate Braille 
inspection system for packaging, guaranteeing speed, accuracy and peace of mind for packaging manufacturers.

CAD / CAM 

Stripping & Blanking
The EASYsetter is the space-saving, complete solution for all stripping 

demands. It enables a fully automatic, fast and uncomplicated production 
of upper stripping forms for dynamic stripping. 

The SPEEDLOCK 1+2 machine upgrades offer fast and safe locking of 
upper stripping and blanking tools and lower stripping boards that fit 

most automatic diecutting machines.

The Grid Bender  from BOBST maximizes the efficiency of blanking tool 
production, including measuring, bending, 

notching and cutting.

The BLANKfix lets users set up universal upper blanking tools very quickly and 
easily without the need for any tools or offline machine preparation.

Quality components for efficient and reliable dynamic stripping as well as effective upper and lower 
blanking for perfect finished piles at maximum production speeds.

Consumables



Ruling
COILMATE - Automated rule processing and bending systems.

Laser Cutting
LASERMATE - Laser cutting systems for flatbed and rotary 

dieboards, stripping and blanking tools.

Gluing & Quality Control 

Multi-touch technology
A modular and expandable system for controlling simple or complex glue application patterns 
right up to fully integrated and complete quality monitoring and ejection systems, all from the 
same HMI at the touch of a button.  

Rubber Cutting
RUBBERMATE - Waterjet cutting system for rubber, 

neoprene, PVC, foam and much more.

Cold Glue Systems
For precise consistent glue placement at very high machine speeds regardless of dot size, glue 
quantity or machine speed. Our comprehensive range of application heads and glue delivery 
units offer the right solution for every application.

Hot Melt Systems
Hot melt is characterised by its particularly fast curing and its ability to even glue impermeable 
materials, such as film laminates and foils or where compression is not available. 



Glue Detection
The ULT-300 detects cold glue application in-line before the flap is closed. The HLT-300 does the same with hot melt 
and the LNT-300 can detect cold glue on the back of a product or in between layers. The totally new GDX 1000 glue 

sensor takes overhead glue detection to previously unseen levels of performance.

Code Reading
The Xtend³ Code Reading function can check various bar codes on all products passing through the 
machine and compares them with stored master reference. If the tolerance exceeds that set by the 
user, the product is defective and an appropriate signal sent to activate the products removal.

Tracking & Ejecting
The Tracking & Ejecting module follows non-conforming products from the scanning devices to be ejected, flagged or 

marked as defective. Connection to various ejectors is possible including integrated ejectors, BOBST Flipper,
 linear and rotary or external marking systems, carton kickers and spray devices.

Gap Control 
This new system reliably checks the gaps on folded corrugated 
boxes between the base and lid flaps at the end of the gluing line 
when the four panels are brought together. The Xcam GAP control 
system is a patented design that combines a high-resolution 
camera and laser beam that regardless of whether the boxes are 
printed or not precisely measures the front and rear gap.

This HHS closed loop system for non-contact flap gluing and inspection of corrugated 
board minimises the time spent on cleaning, job set-ups and prevents waste, while 
remaining completely reliable at maximum speed. The system ensures consistent glue 
application and detection across all machine speeds.

Board Flap Gluing



Service

350+ 
 BOBST GROUP INSTALLATIONS

8
 FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIANS

10
 SUPPORT STAFF

9000+ 
 HOURS SPENT 
  SERVICING MACHINES 
   AT CUSTOMERS PER YEAR

100+
 TOTAL YEARS 
  OF EXPERIENCE OF 
   TECHNICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL

LABELS

FLEXIBLE 
PACKAGING

SERVICE 
& 

SALES 
SUPPORT

CUSTOMER 
SUPPORT
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multi-process printing & converting lines.
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